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Pressure-distribution measurements were made amin@; a lateral- 
control investigation of a semispan wing with the NACA 0012-64 section 
and a 20-percent-chard plain aileron. The results are presented as 
tables of pressure coefficients for 8&ch numbers from 0.60 to 0.85. 
No analysis of the results is included. 
INTRODUCTION 
Measurements were mgbde of the pressure aiht-ibutia among an 
investigation of the lateral-control characteristics of a semFspan 
model. These pressure data were reduced to coefficient form and a part 
were integrated to give the spanwise variation of section normd-force 
coefficient presented in reference 1. 
After the publication of reference 1, requests were received for 
complete pressure-distributia data for all the test Mach numbers. 
Therefore, the complete results of the.pressure measurements in coeffi- 
cient form are presented in this report. 
SYMBOIS 
The coefficients and symbols used in this report are defined as 
follows: 
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pressure coefficient( ' i ".> 
local static pressure, pounds per square foot 
free-stream static pressure, pounds per square foot 
dynamic pressure $+ ) 
( > 
pounds per square foot 
velocity of the free air stream, feet per second 
geometric angle of attack of model, degrees 
ailercm deflection, measured in a plane perpendicular to the hinge 
line, positive when the trailing edge is deflected downward, 
degrees 
sweep angle, between plane perpendicular to plane of symmetry and 
quarter-chord line, degrees 
mass density of air in the free stream, slugs per cubic foot 
DESCRIPTION OF MClDELA?XDAPPARATUS 
The model (fig. 1) used for these tests qs a semispan wing with -. 
the NACA 0012-64 section. For the wing with 0' sweepback, the 0.25 
chord line was perpendicular to the air stream. For the 45O sweepback, 
the model was rotated. about the 0.5C+root-chord point until the 0.25- 
chord line was 45O to the air stream. The wing was fitted with a 1% 
percent-chord, plain, leadingdge, unsealed-aileron, which was not 
deflected for these tests, and with a 2O+ercentihord, plain, trailing- 
edge, unsealed aileron. The trailing-edge aileron extended from 0.561 
of the semispan of the unswept wing to the tip and was deflected from 
o" to 150. The principal dimensions of the model are presented in ref- 
erence 1. 
Six chordwise rows of pressure orifices were built into the model, 
perpendicular to the 0.2Ming-chord line, at 0.178, 0.417, 0.581, 0.724, 
0.867, and 0.935 of the semispan of the.unswept wing (fig. 2). Each 
orifice was connected to a tube of a multiple mercury manometer and the 
manometer readings were recorded photographically. 
The tests were made in the Ames lbfoot high-speed wind tunnel. 
NACARMA5OB13 
CCERECTIONS TO DATA 
3 
The bata. were corrected for the blockage of the tunnel air stream 
by the model (reference 2), but no tunnel-wall corrections have been 
applied to the angle of attack. 
RESULTS 
The pressures measured on the wing and on the aileron are presented 
in tables 1 through 30 in coefffcient fczm. The gecmetric conditions 
for each table -angle of sweep, aileron deflection, and angle of attick - 
are listed in an index preceding the tables. Tables 1 through 15 give 
the pressure coefficients for the wing with 0' sweep for the various 
X%ch numbers and other conditions listed in the index, while tables 16 
through 30 give the pressure coefficients for the wing with 45’ sweepback. 
Some of these coefficients have been checked for accuracy of the 
data~eduction process but no complete check has been made. Therefore 
the data. should be considered as unchecked. 
Ames Aeronautfcal Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE 2.- PRESSURE COEPFIClENTS FClR Ado, 6,=O", a=O" 
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TABLE! 14.- PRESsaRE COEITICIENTS FOR h=O", 8,=10°, a=o" 
r T -I- -l 
1 1 -I- T 
0.m 0.700 O.&m 0.60 0.m 
2 -3 -.?a -.% -.% 
z:: 
z5 -- -37 
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TABI;F: 15.- E!RESSTIRE CoEFFIcIEmTS FOR h=O", S,=lO', ~4' 
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TABLE 16.- EIIFSSURE CXBFFIC~S Fm A=45O, 6,=O”, CM-~ 
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TABYB 18.9 pFzimw3 cm1cms FOR &45O, Bg=OO, -4O 
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TABlIZ lg.- IPRESS~ cmcms FCR h=45°, s,z2o, cM-4O 
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TABLE 24.- msSuRE ctx!FFIcIE~S FOR A.=45', 8&=4O, -4' 
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